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 This trip to Red River, New Mexico is one I am familiar with, yet will always impress 

and wonder me. Every time I go back, I always cannot believe my eyes. Whether it be from the 

different trails, the aftermath of mini-rockslides, or the wonderment of Wheeler Peak. 

 Look at me, I am getting ahead of myself. Red River is the spot that Veritas has always 

gone. One of the most beautiful and majestic places I have ever been to. This year we took a 

little bit of a different route than normal and we were faced with a bit of a challenge. We 

encountered high force winds that nearly blew us off the mountain; snow that covered the trail 

just enough we had to go around it, and almost fell; tight, narrow trails that we pretty much had 

to balance on. It is safe to say that although this is an area that I am familiar with, Veritas was 

given a challenge not to be underestimated. However, we did not just face physical challenges. 

 We were also faced with a challenge to lead a discussion that would potentially push our 

faith and cause us to ask questions. Questions ranging from: our own personal lives to the entire 

world, on the subject of spirituality and questions concerning everyone. At the very beginning of 

the trip we were shown a documentary named “I am” that caused our minds to stretch and 

expand in ways that changed my view of the world from a place full of problems, causing me to 

point fingers and call names, to one that showed me I need to focus on the question of “what can 

I do to fix this problem”.   

Veritas has always been a part of my family. I have grown in it and continue to grow 

through it in many different ways. Going back to Red River has shown that to me, by reminding 

me where I was, and where I am now as a person of God.   


